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of the theory of "Buddha-nature." Nonetheless, both Prasarigi-
kas and Svatantrikas have a very developed and extensive litera
ture expounding their own theory of the tathagatagarbha. In 
fact, one of the main Indian works on the subject, Asanga's 
commentary to the Uttaratantra, is held by many scholars to be a 
Prasarigika work. 

Dr. Sherburne devotes extensive notes to the subject of Nir
vana (p. 156 and p. 198) but his explanations do not correlate 
with any that I have seen in my own study of the Tibetan com
mentaries of the Abhisamyalahkara and Sputdrtha (where the topic 
of Nirvana is discussed at the very outset). For example, Dr. 
Sherburne seems to indicate that "Nirvana with remainder" be
longs to the Sravaka, that "Nirvana without remainder" belongs 
to the pratyekabuddha and that "Non-abiding Nirvana" (or, in 
his terminology, "deferred Nirvana") belongs to the bodhisattva. 
Instead, texts like Tsong kha pa's gSerphreng and Rong ston pa's 
Tika are quite clear: "Nirvana with remainder" and "Nirvana 
without remainder" can both belong either to sYavakas or to 
pratyekabuddhas. In the former, the Arhant still possesses his 
five skandhas, which remain because of karma accumulated pre
vious to his attainment of Arhantship. In the latter, the Arhant 
has exhausted this karma, his body has died. "Non-abiding Nir
vana," they state, exlusively refers to Buddhahood itself. 

Be that as it may, since these doctrinal points do not directly 
bear on the text, they do not detract from Dr. Sherburne's chief 
task, the translation of this very important work. All in all, sup
plemented with two very useful appendices on the system of 
initiations, and an excellent glossary and bibliography, Dr. Sher
burne's translation must be recognized both as a scholarly rigor
ous work and, as was the original in eleventh century Tibet, a 
superb introduction to the Mahayana for the novice. 

Jos£ I. Cabez6n 

Religious Festivals in South India and Sri Lanka (Studies on Reli
gion in South India and Sri Lanka, Vol. 1) Edited and prefaced 
by Guy R. Welbon and Glenn E. Yocum. New Delhi: Manohar 
1982, pp. x i -34I , including Index. 

Some readers will be disappointed in the treatment given 
Hindu festivals by the 12 authors whose papers are contained in 
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this volume. Those who have witnessed South Indian festivals 
will catch only occasional glimpses of the grand ritual perfor
mances and the milling crowds they surely associate with their 
experience. A majority of the papers are written by historians of 
religion and reflect a perspective on religion which is quite dif
ferent from the exoteric meaning and experience of the crowd. 
True to their profession, these researchers turn to texts and 
learned priestly informants whose apprehension and compre
hension of what is going on at a festival can be remarkably 
different than that of the other participants. Another source of 
disappointment lies in the fact that the papers were written and 
presented over a decade ago, at the 1971 meeting of the work
shop of the Conference on Religion on South India. Thus, even 
the anthropological papers miss the sense of "anti-structure" 
that social anthropologist and theorist Victor Turner, writing in 
the 1970's, has suggested characterizes such festivities. 

The twelve papers in the collection can be roughly divided 
into two groups: those which deal with the prescriptive, textual 
aspects of a festival, and those which take a more descriptive 
stance, viewing the festival as an on-going performance. In the 
former group are two papers which concentrate on calendrical 
aspects of festival cycles and three papers on temple conventions 
(dgama texts) specifying rituals appropriate for certain dates 
and commemorations. In the latter group of more descriptive 
papers there are papers which discuss the relationships between 
myth (or text) and theatrical and artistic modes of expression as 
these combine to create a festival drama. Also in this category 
are three papers which explore the relationships of festival and 
society. 

The papers themselves tend to be rather technical. The one 
common theme running through all the papers is the impor
tance of the chronometric cyclically of festivals. The first paper, 
Karen L. Merrey's "The Hindu Festival Calendar," provides an 
excellent introduction, as well as background reference, to this 
theme. It is a detailed account of both the solar and lunar calen
drical systems. Fred Clothey's paper, "Chronometry, Cosmology 
and the Festival Calendar in the Murukan Cult," tries to demon
strate that the festival calendar integrates cosmic and ecological 
time as well as the sequence in a god's career, which he calls 
commemorative time. The three papers emphasizing the agamic 
conventions of specific groups of temples—H. Daniel Smith's 
"Festivals in the Pancaratra Literature," James Martin's "The 
Cycle of Festivals at Parthasarathi Temple," (both on Vaisnava 
systems) and J. Bruce Long's "Maha&varatri: The 6aiva Festival 
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of Repentance"—describe how particular rituals are allocated to 
the calendrical cycle. The number of such rituals is impressive; 
for the Parthasarathi temple there were "festivals" on 345 days 
in a year, and in other temples, Martin says, the figure is much 
higher. One question raised by such a high figure is what is 
meant by "festival" in this context; if all of these are equally 
"festivals" for the Brahman officiates, why are only some of 
these occasions considered "festivals" by the rest of society? 

The more descriptive papers tend also to be more eclectic. 
Guy Welbon's paper "The Candala's Song" concentrates on a 
ritual enactment of a text in which an untouchable pilgrim is 
confronted by a demon (brahmardkshasa) before and after gain
ing merit from his pilgrimage. The drama, only a small part of 
the festival, and not even witnessed by the temple higher-ups, is 
nonetheless quintessential of what many temple festivals are all 
about, the public reenactment of a ritual drama. Clifford R. 
Jones' "Kajam Ejuttu: Art and Ritual in Kerala" is about similar 
sorts of drama in which, additionally, elaborate colored powder 
drawings are made. His analysis concerns the history of the artis
tic conventions of the drawing, but also suggests a vast realm of 
further study to be done on the dramatic aspects of these rituals. 
Glenn E. Yocum's "An-kejiya: A Literary-Historical Approach" 
demonstrates the value of comparative study of the relationship 
between mythic narrative and ritual enactment. He brings to 
bear a wealth of tradition from around Sri Lanka and through
out Tamil Nadu on a Sinhalese game played in honor of Pattini, 
the goddess of both fertility and smallpox. 

Suzanne Hanchett's paper, "The Festive Interlude: Some 
Anthropological Observations," Jane M. Christian's paper, "The 
End is the Beginning: A Festival Chain in Andhra Pradesh," and 
Donald K. Swearer's paper, "The Kataragama and Kandy Asala 
Peraharas: Juxtaposing Religious Elements in Sri Lanka," all 
emphasize that many aspects of festivals belong to the communi
ty. While Hanchett's paper stresses that festivals are composed 
of elements which are continually negotiated by different fac
tions of the community, Christian's paper emphasizes how the 
multiplicity of meanings in festival events represent different 
social contingents. Swearer characterizes Sri Lankan festivals as 
national religious celebrations wherein both Buddhism and 
Hinduism are subsumed in a broader sense of community spirit. 

One paper, Dennis Hudson's "Two Citra Festivals in Ma-
durai," stands above the rest in being able to bring all of these 
aspects of festival together. Through myth and ritual, esoteric 
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doctrine and popular lore, textual authority and modern prac
tice, Vaisnava and Saiva traditions are wedded—literally—in a 
grand pageant: the marriage of Siva to Visnu's sister, MinaksT. 
Hudson suggests that this was accomplished historically when 
the Telugu king Tirumala Nayaka merged two temple traditions 
into a common myth to elicit the loyalty of certain segments of 
society after the fall of Vijayanagar. Thus, despite the calendri-
cal cyclicity and a wealth of temple convention—indeed, by clev
er use of the illusion of these elements—festivals are at once 
things in time and out of it, reflective of both past structure, 
immediate structure and cosmic structure, as well as "anti-struc
ture," the structure of rebellion against petrified conventions. 

Peter Claus 
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